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Abstract Due to the increasing availability and sophistication of data recording techniques，multiple information sources

and distributed computing are becoming the important trends of modern information systems．Many applications such

as security informatics and social computing require a ubiquitous data analysis platform so that decisions can be made

rapidly under distributed and dynamic system environments．Although data mining has now been popularly used to achieve

such goals，building a data mining system is，however，a nontrivial task，which may require a complete understanding on

numerous data mining techniques as well as solid programming skills．Employing agent techniques for data analysis thus

becomes increasingly important，especially for users not familiar with engineering and computational sciences，to implement
an effective ubiquitous mining platform．Such data mining agents should，in practice，be intelligent，complete，and compact．

In this paper，we present an interactive data mining agent—OIDM(online interactive data mining)，which provides three

categories(classification，association analysis，and clustering)of data mining tools，and interacts with the user to facilitate

the mining process．The interactive mining is accomplished through interviewing the user about the data mining task to

gain efficient and intelligent data mining contr01．OIDM can help users find appropriate mining algorithms，refine and

compare the mining process，and finally achieve the best mining results．Such interactive data mining agent techniques

provide alternative solutions to rapidly deploy data mining techniques to broader areas of data intelligence and knowledge

informatics．

Keywords information systems，human-centered computing，data mining，intelligent agents

1 Introduction

Advances in database technologies and data collec—

tion techniques have incurred the collection of huge

amounts of data． Generally,the information in a

database can be divided into two categories：explicit in-

formation and implicit information．Explicit informa-

tion is the information represented by the data while

implicit information is the information contained for

hidden)in the data． For example，in a relational

database．a tuple in a“student”table represents explic—

itly the basic information about a student．Other infor—

mation iterns，such as the relationships between tables

and the dependencies between attributes are also docu—

mented in the database，which are regarded as explicit

information and can be recovered by using traditional

database retrieval techniques．There is also implicit

information．For example．the associations between the

birth months of the students and their exam scores are

information items that are implicit but useful．Those

information items can be discovered for mined)but can-

not be retrieved．Data mining techniques are developed

for this purpose．Such an operation is referred to as data

mining or knowledge discovery f 1-圳1．．in databases

KDD[Datamining can be defined as the discovery of interest—

ing，implicit，and previously unknown knowledge from

Zarge databases[引．It involves techniques from machine

learning，database systems，statistics，and Pattern dis—

covery·

The ability of turning data into actionable knowl—

edge has rendered data mining a central tool for ap—

plications varying from computational sciences，busi—

ness intelligence，life science，ecology and geology,
to recently emerged social computing and security
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informatics[4_5J．For example．in the battle of fighting

terrorism[6-7]，project planningIs】，and E—commerce[9】，

data mining is identified as an essential tool where clus—

tering，classification，and association rule analysis are

commonly used to discover useful patterns from the

data．Despite the above facts，the main hurdle of ap．

plying data mining to domain specific applications is

twofold．1)Data mining itself represents a large body

of sophisticated algorithms with specific input and out—

put requirements．As a result，the whole implemen-

tation process for data mining is generally tedious and

expensive．2)Many applications are facing dynamic en—

vironments with distributed data sources or computing

environments．As a result，they are in need of a ubiq-

uitous data mining platform that is easy to adjust and

provides a flexible scalability whereas major data min-

ing algorithms require the mining environments to be

static and cannot be easily adjusted to meet the scala-

bility requirements．

Three questions need to be answered in order to per—

form a data mining task effectively and emciently．1 1

For a specific data set，what is the most suitable data

mining algorithm?Nowadays，various algorithms have

been developed to deal with difierent problems(classifi—

cation，clustering，and association mining)．Even clas—

sification could imply very many different algorithms，

such as C4．5P0]，CN2[n]，and HCV[1]．This question

becomes more difficult for a data mining novice．2)
How can the data mining process be intelligently and

autonomously applied to the underlying data．3)How
could the user be actively and interactively involved

in the mining process?Among the above three con-

cerns，the last two appear to be contradictive，yet they

state the reality of data mining in broader domains as a

whole．．．．——while uSers require an autonomous data min-

ing agent with minimum user involvement，the complex

and diverse data mining techniques often make the rain-

ing results meaningless unless users’participation is in—

volved．Unfortunately,even though the research in data

mining and agent technologies have made substantial

progresses in recent years，rare efforts have been made

to solve the above critical issues．

In this paper，we provide a unique view on using On—

line Interactive Data Mining，OIDM，to form a ubiqui—

tous mining platform for domain specific applications．

OIDM combines normal functions of an agent system：

asking questions，integrating evidence，algorithm rec—

ommendation，and summarizing the results．The inter—

active property is accomplished through interviewing

the user in an intelligent way and integrating the feed—

back from the user．As an online data mining agent，

0IDM can iteratively and progressively help the user

find the best mining results for his／her data mining
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tasks．Instead of developing a new mining algorithm，

OIDM is constructed on a large number of available

data mining algorithms，as our goal is to free the user

from the programming and involve the user into an ac—

tive mining process．In short，OIDM has the following

features：

·Each OIDM agent is an autonomous entity capa-

ble of a complete set of data mining functionalities．In

addition．multiple OIDM agents can be stacked and de—

ployed in a distributed environment to support parallel

and distributed data mining．

·Each OIDM is a programming-free agent．thus no

programming work and no technique details are needed

from the user side．

·The interactive mechanism involves the user into

an intelligent conversation process during the mining

process，from which the mining results can be auto—

matically collected to meet users’requirements．

·Multi—layer result summarization presents the min-

ing results in a progressive way,which helps the user in

interpreting the mining results．

2 Related V№rk

Data mining is a complicated process which USU．

ally involves data collection，preproce8sing and data

enhancement，mining，and interpreting and compa-

ring the mining results[5 J(as shown in Fig．1)，and
such a complicated process raises a huge burden on

the end users especially when they are not familiar

with the data mining algorithms．Consequently,agent

techniques[13—151 have recently been employed to al—

leviate the users from being heavily involved in the

complicated mining process．Such mining agents are

now becoming rapidly available with dedicated mining

functionalities from clustering，classification，to stream

data mining．In addition，because each data mining

agent is assumed to perform the mining tasks in an au_

tonomous way,the employment of the agent techniques

also provides inherent solutions to support distributed

data mining where mining is simultaneously triggered

at multiple distributed sites． Although data mining

agents have been used for difierent applications，exist—

ing solutions in the area merely focused on developing

autonomous mining agents and providing effective corn—

munications between the mining agents[13-16]．Due to

Fig．1．General data mining process(revised from Wu et a1．[12】)
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the inherent complexity of the data mining process

and the large number of algorithms available for selec—

tion．devising fully autonomous mining agents without

user interference is neither feasible nor practical．For

example，given an input dataset，the mining process

must know the mining objective(clustering，classifica-
tion，etc．)and a target field must be clearly specified

for building classification models． Meanwhile，even

for classification onlv．a 1arge number of learning al—

gorithms are available and each of them may provide

different results，in terms of the model interpretability

and the prediction accuracies，on the same input data．

As a result．it is very possible that the blind_mined re—

sults are useless unless the users are actively involved

in the mining process．This，however，is inadequately

addressed in the agent—based data mining research．

From the data mining perspective，the interaction

between users and the mining algorithms has shown to

be very helpful in customizing the mining process and

confining the mining results[1 7一心1．To select an opti—

mal learning algorithm for a certain task，two popular

mechanisms exist：1 1 one approach is to learn a deci—

sion tree for the applicability of the algorithms based

on the data characteristics，and 2)another approach

is a user—centered mechanism used in the consultant

part of the MIT．project[is]．The survev【19]，which dealt

with the question of how companies can apply induc—

rive 1earning techniques．concluded that the process of

machine learning should primarily be user—driven．in—

stead of data-or technology-driven．Such a conclusion

can also be found among many other papers．

In the early 1990s，several researchers at the Uni—

versity of Aberdeen conducted a research project----——
CONSULTANT[181．CONSULTANT is employed to

help the user find the best classification tool for a spe—

cific dataset．CONSULTANT questions the user about

the task to be solved，gathers data and background

knowledge，and recommends one or more learning tools．

However，with an interactive mechanism，CONSUL—

TANT can only deal with the classification problems．

To facilitate knowledge acquisition，a model needs

to be predefined in the toolbox．This is generally ac—

knowledged in the knowledge elicitation community[29J：

“The main theories of knowledge acquisition are model—

based to a certain extent．The model-based approach

covers the idea that abstract models of the tasks that

expert systerns have to perform can highly facilitate

knowledge acquisition．’’To enhance the flexibility of

a CONSULTANT—like mechanism in model construc—

tion．White and Sleeman[201 introduced MUSKRAT

(Multistrategy Knowledge Refinement and Acquisition

Toolbox)，which includes an advisory system coupled

with several knowledge acquisition tools and problem

J．Comput．Sci．&Techn01．，Nov．2009，V01．24，No．6

solvers．MUSKRAT compares the requirements of the

selected problem solver with the available sources of in—

formation(knowledge，data，and human experts)．As
a result，it may recommend either reusing the existing

knowledge base，or applying one or more knowledge ae—

quisition tools，based on their knowledge—level descrip-

tions．

Although helpfulin involving the users into the min—

ing process，the above techniques only address data

mining problems through machine learning techniques．

To broaden the meaning of interactive mining，other

research efforts have been made．in which interactive

mining can be facilitated by visualization techniques

and active data mining[21—2引．or decomposing a prob—

lem into subtasks where different mining mechanisms

could be involved．

Ware[22]proposed a graphical interactive approach

to machine 1earning that makes the learning process

explicit by visualizing the data and letting the user

“draw”decision boundaries in a simple but flexible

manner． A similar research effort can be found in

Hellerstein[23]．However，even though these visualiza-

tion techniques could make data mining more intuitive，

it may decrease the mining efficiency in handling reali—

stic problems where data mining could be very com-

plicated and involve different mining mechanisms．A

similar problem in statistics has been conducted by

Hand[17J．

In the OIDM project．we adopt a CONSULTANT．

1ike mechanism to facilitate interactive data mining，

and an interaction model is defined in advance．The

reasons for using a predefined model are as follows：

1 1 It is simple for system management．Adding a

new data mining algorithm Can be accomplished by mi—

nor modifications in the system model．

2 1 It can help generate a compact solution for inter．

active mining．Though interactive，an efficient system

should not require the user to answer dozens of ques—

tions before he／she can get the results．Being cooper—

ative is the users’willingness but not his／her responsi—

bility．To be practical．an interactive system should be

as compact as possible，which means it can guide the

user to achieve what they want in a few steps．

Although OIDM is similar to CONSULTANT．there

are three difierences between them．First，OIDM is an

agent—based autonomous mining system with complete

functionalities from data preprocessing，and model se一

1ection．to result interpretation and comparison．In ad—

dition OIDM agents can stack together to form a large

mining system for distributed mining．In comparison，

CONSULTANT is more like a single classification t001．

Second．0IDM provides a broader range of data min-

ing functionalities，which cover classification，clustering
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and association analy8i8．Third．the goal of OIDM is to

assist the user find the best data mining result not just
the best cla8sification t001．

3 Data Mining Agents and OIDM System

Design

The kev of using agent technologies to boost the

data mining process is to rely on a number of agents to

form a self-organized and self-e伍cient ubiquitous min-

ing platform[24—2引．In Fig．2．we illustrate the proposed

agent—based design，where the whole ubiquitous mining

platform consists of a number of OIDM agents orga-

nized in three tiers：OIDM Agents．Tier 2 Agents．and

Tier 1 Agents．

In short，a tier 1 OIDM agent is a collective data

mining agent that dispatches data mining tasks and col—

lects the mining results from the tier 2 OIDM agents．

The main task of the tier 1 agent is to initiate the con-

nection of aU OIDM agents to form a network．and fur—

ther arrange the mining．jobs from distributed sites if

necessary,and collect and report(e．g．，visually demon—

stratel the final results to the users．A tier 2 OIDM

agent is mainly in charge of the parallel mining activi-

ties at each individual site，which includes initiating a

number of OIDM agents in a single site to perform par—

allel mining．For example，for a large data repository,

each OIDM agent can work on a portion of the data

(scheduled by a dedicated tier 2 OIDM agent)，or all

0IDM agents can work on the whole data repository

but each of them works towards one special data min—

ing functionality,such as clustering or classification．A

tier 2 agent does not，however，perform any particu—

lar mining activities but rather work in bridging the

connection between the OIDM agents and the tier 1

0IDM agent．At the lowest level．an OIDM agent is

a self-e伍cient data mining entity which performs a11

the detailed tasks．This includes interaction with end

users，loading the data for preprocessing，interactive
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mining，and result comparisons．Despite its compre．

hensive mining activities．each 0IDM agent performs

the mining procedure without any svnchronization with

other OIDM agents．other than listening to the dis—

patching control information from a tier 2 agent．In

other words．a11 OIDM agents are 100sely connected

with no communication between the OIDM agents．As

a result．a system based on the above three tier mining

agents has simple yet efficient command contr01 mech．

anism and minimum communication overhead．

Although the system in Fig．2 is shown to have a

number of three tier OIDM agents，it is，however，not

always necessary to deploy a system with such a layered

structure．For example，if the mining is carried out at

one individual site without any parallel mining require．

ment．a single OIDM agent can thus be used to fulfill

the objective．Such a design makes it very flexible to

construct an agent—based mining system，and also pro—

vides the simplest scenario for users to rely on a single

OIDM agent to gain preliminary mining results before

they can move ahead．

Among all three tiers of OIDM agents，tiers 1 and 2

agents are mainly designed for communication and in．

formation collection purposes．whereas an 0IDM agent

plays a critical role in the whole system design．In the

following subsections．we will ignore details on tiers 1

and 2 agents but primarily foCUS on the design and im．

plementation issues of the OIDM agent．

3．1 Data Mining Agent

To design an interactive data mining agent in han-

dling realistic problems，four goals need to be achieved：

·Autonomous——Each data mining agent is an au-

tonomous mining agent capable of fulfilling dedicated

data mining functions，as well as communicating with

other agents in the case that multiple agents are form—

ing a networked system．This also includes collective

and cooperative functionalities，such that a higher tier

Parallel Mining Scenario Parallel Mining Scenario

Fig．2．Agent—based ubiquitous mining platform
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agent can dispatch the mining tasks and collect results

from its lower tier dependent agents．

·Interactive—For each individual mining agent．

the interaction between the user and the system is the

channel through which the system can collect informa，-

tion from the user．Furthermore，it is a good way to

make the user know more about the mining task and

the underlying data mining algorithms．

·Complete—To provide complete data mining so—

lutions，each mining agent must be configured with a

number of basic data mining algorithms．In addition，

the agent should also be able to collect all the neces—

sary information from the users before the algorithm

selection．The user should be provided with as many

choices as possible for each question．

·Compact—To be a compact solution and reveal

the autonomous character，each mining agent should

only post the indispensable questions to the user．The

interviewing between the mining agent and the user

must be carefully designed with intelligent progress con—

tr01．A compact design should make the data mining

process as intuitive as possible．

3．2 OIDM Agent System Workflow

The system framework of 0IDM is shown in Fig．3．

It runs by following a predefined model．First．OIDM

recommends to the user one specific mining algorithm

through the Algorithm Selection Module(Subsection
3．31．Once the algorithm is selected，OIDM asks the

user to provide input data．The user can choose to up—

load data files or paste the data in the given text areas

Fig．3．System workflow of the OIDM agent
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on OIDM．Based on the input data．0IDM constructs

the input files，which conforms to the selected algorithm

through the Data Processing Module(Subsection 3．4)．
After the data processing stage．OIDM runs the min-

ing algorithm on the input data and provides the user

with the results through a Multi—Level Summarization

Mechanism(Subsection 3．5)．The user may find the re—

sults not satisfactory．To refine the results，the user can

choose to tune the parameters through the Parameter

Tuning Module fSubsection 3．6)or select a difierent al-

gorithm．By doing this．OIDM can not only guide the

user to select the right mining tool，but also provide

the experimentaI result comparisons between different

mining mechanisms or different parameter settings of

the same algorithm．OIDM will follow this iterative

workflow until useful mining results are found．

3．3 OIDM Data Mining Modules

0IDM consists of the following eight typical mining

algorithms，which cover three most popular categories

of data mining problems：classification，clustering and

association analysis．In this subsection。we intreduce

the interaction model that is used to guide the user

in selecting a mining algorithm．The functionalities of

the system can be easily extended through adding more

mining algorithms．

·C4．5110]：a decision tree construction program．

·C4．5 Rules[10J：a program that generates produc—

tion rules from unpruned decision trees．

·HCV[1J：an extension matrix based rule induction

algorithm．

·OneR：a program that constructs one．1evel rules

that test one particular attribute only．

·Prism：an algorithm for inducing modular rules．

·CobWbb：an incremental clustering algorithm，

based on probabilistic categorization trees．

·K—Means：a simple clustering algorithm that ran—

domly select clusters centers and iteratively generates

a certain number of clusters．

·Apriori：an algorithm for mining frequent itemsets

for Boolean association rules．

Fig．4．Data mining models integrated in an OIDM agent
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These eight algorithms are organized into a hierar—

chy,as shown in Fig．4，to help users clarify their min-

ing task．Algorithm selection follows this hierarchy．If

the user has no knowledge about data mining or is not

sure about which algorithm is the most suitable，the

system can help him／her choose one through providing

some typical sample mining tasks and asking the user

to choose a similar one．

3．4 OIDM Data Processing Module

A11 data mining software packages require the ln．

put data follow a specific data format fsuch as CSV—

a comma delimited format)before the algorithm can

actually run on a given dataset．Furthermore．most al—

gorithms require the user to provide the domain knowl—

edge for the raw data such as what are the possible

values for a particular nominal attribute．OIDM pro—

vides the Data Processing Model(DPM)to help the

user．DPM can extract domain knowledge automati—

cally from the input data and ask the user to refine the

domain knowledge if necessary．Through asking the

user a serial of common questions(such as which at—

tribute will be treated as the class label，and whether a

specific attribute is nominal or continuous)，DPM can

convert the original data file fif the field delimiter is

other than the comma)and construct input files that

meet a specific algorithm’s input format automatically．

The only input from the user would be the data files

and answers for some specific questions．Two common

input files can be generated through DPM：arff(for

the WEKA packagel and names&data(for C4．5 and

HCVl．

3．5 oIDM Multi-Level Summarization

Module

Summarizing the mining results can be very usefuL

as some mining mechanisms generate complicated re—

sults．For example．it is quite common to generate more

than 100 classification rules in a typical classification

problem．Consuming the whole results at one time is

unnecessary sometimes．Consequently,instead of show—

ing the whole details of the mining results，we use a

Multi—Level Summarization Model，which provides the

user with two levels of results．At the first level，gen—

eral information of the mining results is provided．such

as the classification accuracy，the coverage of the re—

sults，and the statistical information，from which the

user can easily get the performance information of the

selected algorithm．If the user is particularly interested

in a specific result．he／she can continue to drill into the

second．．1evel results which include the details of the min．．

ing results，such as the classification rules，clusters，and

the coverage and accuracy of the association rules．By
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using the multi—level summarization module，the sys—

tem can be more informative and practical．

3．6 OIDM Parameter Tuning

To improve the mining results．OIDM provides two

types of interactions：1 1 selecting difierent types of rain-

ing algorithms，and 2)setting different parameters for

a specific algorithm(see Fig．3)．Experienced users USU-

ally know which mining algorithm to use before launch_

ing OIDM．Therefore．parameter tuning is more use．

ful to them．OIDM provides a unique set of common

parameters for each mining algorithm．Consequently,

different parameter tuning options are presented based

on the selected algorithm．Simple explanations for the

parameters are also provided．The default parameter

values are set initially．For detailed explanations of the

parameters，the user may refer to the online algorithm

manuals．which are also linked in 0IDM．

4 A Running Example of OIDM

In this section，we present a demonstration where

an OIDM agent is used to solve a specific data mining

problem(classification based)．
[1]Start Trip(see Fig．5)．

[2】Q：Which data mining tool would you like to use?

(a)Clustering
(b)Classification

(c)Association analysis

(d)Not sure

A：Not sure

[3]Q：Which of the following categories of problems

is your problem similar to?

(a)Segment a customer database based on

similar buying patterns

Fig．5．OIDM starting page
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(b)Find out common symptoms of a disease

(C)Find out whether customers buying beer

will always buy diapers

(d)None of the above

A：Find out common symptoms of a disease

[4]Q：Would you prefer the output in the form of：

(a)A decision tree

(b)A set of IF—THEN rules

A：A decision tree

【5]Q：Which classification tool would you like to

use?

(a)C4．5

A：C4．5

[6】6 Data uploading page(see Fig．6)

[7]Data processing page(see Fig．7)

f8】Result page(see Fig．8)

[9】Q：Are you satisfied with the results?

(a)Yes

(b)No
A：No

[10】Q：Choose a different method?

(a)Choose a different method

(b)Tune parameters

A：Tune parameters

[i i]Parameter tuning page(see Fig．9)

[12】Result page(see Fig．8)

Q：Are you satisfied with the resuIts?

(a)Yes

(b)No
A：Yes

[13】Start page

Fig-6．Data uploading page

J．Comput．Sci．＆Techn01．，Nov．2009．V01．24．No．6

Fig．7．Data processing page．

Fig．8．Multi—level result page

Fig，9．Parameter tuning page

5 System Evaluation

To evaluate the system runtime performance，we
万方数据
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select five datasets from the UCI data repository[27J．

and use OIDM to carry out a predefined mining pro—

cess fC4．5 decision tree construction)．In Table 1，we

report the system runtime(tree construction)and the

correspondingprediction accuracies．The overalI results

suggest that OIDM is very effective in assisting build

decision models in an iterative manner．The expected

tree construction time is usually less than twentv sec—

onds even for datasets with more than sixty thousands

instances．

To further assess the system performance from open-

domain users．we have released the website of OIDM

(single agent version)onlineq)and collected the feed—

back from the users． Basically,all suggestions con—

clude that 0IDM is a useful agent。It is expected that

two types of people would be particularly interested in

0IDM：1 1 Students who have taken a data mining or

artificial intelligence course and are intcrested in con-

ducting research in data mining．Their feedback indi—

cates that OIDM is helpful in understanding the basic

concepts of data mining and the different mining algo—

rithms．2)Senior researchers whose feedback suggests

that OIDM is helpful in generating preliminary experi-

mental results and conducting data mining research．

In summary,the above feedback suggests that OIDM

is a useful and effective data processing agent，which

could benefit both junior and senior researchers from

different perspectives．

1[曲le 1．OIDM Runtime and Prediction Accuracies

6 Conclusions

Recent development in computer networking and

storage technologies has raised the needs of discov．

ering patterns and knowledge from large data collec-

tions．Such data mining requirements have now rapidly

spanned from traditional computational science to busi—

ness intelligence，life science，environment science[28J，

and security informatics．In practice，the efforts on per—

forming data mining are usually nontrivial，especially

for applications which require a ubiquitous mining plat—

form whereas users are generally from the outside of the

engineering and computational science domains．Devis—

ing simple yet efficient data mining agents thus becomes
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increasingly important for data mining to meet the real．

world requirements．

In this paper．we have reported an agent—based in-

telligent data analysis system with a primary foCUS

on devising an online interactive data mining agent

—OIDM．which supports online interactive data min-

ing，through which the user can acquire optimal min—

ing results without any programming work．We argued

that existing research merely focused on developing au-

tonomous mining agents．Due to the inherent comple．

xity of the data mining techniques and a large number

of algorithms available for selection．interactive data

mining agents provide a solution to involve users in the

mining process in a simple yet effective way．As a min-

ing agent，OIDM can interact with the user and help

him／her fulfill the 1earning task．Autonomous．inter—

active，complete，and compact are the four goals that

guide the system design of 0IDM．At the beginning．

the user may be ignorant about either the data mining

process or the knowledge in the data．and OIDM can

take specific steps according to the information gath-

ered from the user and perform the learning task au．

tomatically until satisfactory results are found．Com-

pared with other similar tools．OIDM possesses the f01．

10wing unique and useful features：1 1 OIDM is a mining

agent capable of solving typical data mining problems

such a8 classification，clustering and association min-

ing，whereas most other data mining toolboxes only

address one type of data mining problems，and they rec—

ommend the best algorithm．21 The interaction model

of OIDM is compact．In other words．it can guide the

user to find the right algorithm in only a few steps．3)
OIDM uses a multi—level summarization mechanism to

present the mining results，which is useful in helping

the user understand the results．41 Each 0IDM agent

is an independent entity to fulfill a variety of data min-

ing functionalities，and multiple OIDM agents can stack

together to form an agent—based distributed or parallel

data mining system with an arbitrary number of agents．

The evaluation results suggest that，though data min—

ing is a complex task，an OIDM agent provides a simple

and flexible solution through actively involving the user

in the mining process．
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